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Glass-Bubble Insulation
Sprayable facade insulation with glass bubbles
- sustainable and energy-efficient

A medium-sized company, a global player, and a young university have together developed an innovative
answer to one of the challenges of our time. The sprayable facade insulation with glass bubbles ‘ecosphere’
- a joint effort of the companies maxit and Dyneon (3M) and the University of Bayreuth - tackles energy
saving targets and CO2 reduction, sustainability and the circular economy, skilled worker development, and
automation in the construction industry in one fell swoop. Indeed, it is a shining example of science and
business joining forces to build a better future together.
Buildings still account for around 35 percent of Germany's final energy consumption, and the potential for
savings that has not yet been exploited is commensurately huge. With well-insulated external walls, heating
energy requirements and the associated CO2 emissions can be permanently reduced, meaning the
transformation of the building envelope is crucial to achieving the climate protection targets we have set
ourselves. At around 20 percent, the share of direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions from private
households clearly exceeds the contribution of the transport sector (approx. 18 percent) and that of agriculture
(approx. 8 percent).
In social terms, this has made consumers more aware of the issue of insulation. Although there is already a
wide range of insulation systems available, the characteristics of the materials used, leaving aside their
insulation properties, often leave much to be desired. Their manufacturing usually prohibits recycling, fire
protection, aesthetics, flexibility, and energy input all from being perfectly reconcilable in one product. Raw
material resources, on the basis of which these products are manufactured, are also increasingly coming into
focus, as is the question of subsequent recycling of the insulation system. Consequently, anyone wishing to
provide their house - whether an existing building or a new construction - with modern facade insulation is
confronted with a complicated decision.
Research for progress
With the ecosphere system, the team created a completely new solution for insulating facades. It is the result
of many years of research cooperation between the project partners involved. With funding from the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), a building material technology was developed under the
leadership of maxit, in close cooperation with the University of Bayreuth and Dyneon, a company of the 3M
group. The resulting system not only boasts excellent insulation properties, it has its eyes, above all, on the
prize of resource conservation. This applies both to the raw materials used and to the labour force.
The result of the research work is a dry mortar containing a lightweight aggregate, which manages the
tightrope act of balancing maximal ease of application on the construction site with optimal insulation
performance on the facade. What is new about the insulation system is its material composition, which comes
to the fore in the "wedding" of glass and plaster.
In particular, the secret of ecosphere is its Glass Bubbles, small and water-insoluble, hollow glass spheres that
act as lightweight aggregates. The hollow and thin-walled glass particles have a diameter of only 10-200
micrometres. Due to the unique combination of their spherical shape, pre-defined size, low density, high

strength, and good thermal insulation, they are ideally suited for insulation - so good, in fact, that they are
already in use.
What is new about ecosphere is the small size and high stability of the glass bubbles. Through their innovative
combination with the latest plaster technology and the development of existing spray technologies for plasters,
it has been possible to apply the new material to walls in layers up to 15 cm thick without breaking the filigree
glass bubbles. Installation errors, which can occur with conventional panel systems, are virtually impossible
thanks to the spraying process.
The path to mass production
The research team was able to overcome several challenges on their way to creating a mass product:
1. Suitable hydraulic binder with low CO2 footprint
In order to optimize the ecological balance sheet of the insulation, a binder formulation was developed
characterized by a low CO2 footprint, but at the same time meeting the demands of insulation
efficiency, good mechanical properties, and long-term stability.
2. Optimization of the glass bubbles
Thanks to the manufacturing process, the internal pressure in the glass bubbles is very low. This not
only improves the insulating effect, but also increases their compressive strength. Larger bubbles with
very thin walls have particularly good insulating properties. However, during the spraying process they
are exposed to strong mechanical stress, so that bubble breakage can occur. As a result, the insulating
effect could deteriorate. During the development process, glass bubbles with an optimal set of
characteristics were found, providing excellent insulation, surviving the processing process virtually
undamaged, and, in addition, not corroding in the strongly alkaline environment of the binder matrix.
3. Optimization of the building material composition
The higher the proportion of glass bubbles, the better the insulation performance, yet from a certain
percentage volume upward, mechanical properties deteriorate. In order to still achieve the desired
thermal conductivity of 40 mW/m.K, additional porosity was provided by developing the compressed
air-assisted spraying process. To prevent this, in turn, from reducing the mechanical load capacity of
the insulation too much, the system was modified to allow the crystals formed during the binder
hardening phase to bond more tightly to the glass bubbles.
4. Optimization of the processing properties
The goal of the development work was an insulation which can be delivered to the construction site
either as bagged goods or in a silo, to be processed on site. For processing in plastering machines, the
dry mixture of binder, glass bubbles, and aggregates is mixed with water. The mixing screw must
homogenize the building material in a short time without subjecting the hollow glass bubbles to
excessive mechanical stress. The material is then sprayed on with compressed air. The use of suitable
additives ensures that the foamed mass has good flow properties and yet remains stable. Trials with
spraying robots are already underway, which are set to be deployed on construction sites in the
medium term.
Inventions lead to innovation
Ecosphere was developed as part of the BMBF initiative "High-Tech Materials in Construction". The driving
force were the aforementioned shortcomings of existing insulation systems, and the practical goal of creating
a high-performance alternative in this area. Through continuous optimization, the research team progressed
ever closer to their envisaged project goals. In addition to its very good insulation properties, the ecosphere
system combines previously incompatible material characteristics, such as
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Recyclability: The mineral insulation material can be easily removed and after grinding, can be
completely reused in the cycle.
Fire protection class A1: Not containing organic additives, and thanks to good insulation properties,
ecosphere fully meets the requirements for the highest fire protection class according to DIN 4102 and
EN 13501-1.
Aesthetics & flexibility: The insulation material can be applied flexibly in a thickness of up to 15
centimetres to exterior and interior walls by means of a spraying process, regardless of the
composition of the underlying surface. This even makes ecosphere suitable for the renovation of
buildings with heritage-listed facades.
Low material intensity: A dry bulk density of only 125 kg/m3, means a mineral building material of low
material intensity, involving a commensurate conservation of resources, is now available. It completely
foregoes the use of the scarce resource "construction sand" - as found in conventional plasters
The combination of these properties has the potential to significantly improve the acceptance of energyefficient building refurbishment. In this way, ecosphere can make a significant contribution to achieving the
German government's energy saving targets. And one other aspect gives the innovation real future potential.
Because the insulation can be sprayed on by machine, there is nothing to prevent the use of robots, which is
still the exception in the construction sector. This means that skilled positions, which are becoming increasingly
difficult to fill, can be made significantly more attractive. The work of the plasterer will be noticeably easier,
and in fact, the trade will change completely.
Success has not been long in coming: ecosphere was already presented at the BAU trade fair - the world's
leading trade fair for architecture, materials, and systems - in January 2019, and has since been available
commercially and on an industrial scale for new and existing buildings.
Maxit is renowned for innovative products and services for the construction industry and building trades.
In over four decades, a group of companies with the character of an SME has developed into a business of
over 800 employees at nine locations in Bavaria, Saxony, Thuringia, and the Czech Republic. Using stateof-the-art equipment, maxit produces dry mortar and mixtures of binders, aggregates, and additives,
bagged and in silos, and offers a comprehensive range of products for the areas of shell construction,
finishings, and facades.
Dyneon is a company of the 3M group. The multi-technology group 3M was founded in 1902 in
Minnesota, USA, and today is one of the most innovative companies worldwide. 3M is represented in
over 190 countries by 96,000 employees, and achieved sales of 32 billion US dollars in 2019. The basis for
its innovative strength is the diverse use of 51 proprietary technology platforms. Today, its portfolio
includes more than 55,000 different products used in almost every area of life. 3M holds more than
25,000 patents and generates about one third of its sales with products that have been on the market for
The University of Bayreuth is one of the most successful young universities in Germany. Interdisciplinary
research and teaching characterize its 160 courses of study at seven faculties. Keylab Glass Technology is
part of the Ceramic Materials research group at the University of Bayreuth, and combines fundamental
research with application-oriented development. It brings together expertise in physics, chemistry,
materials science, and engineering. One focus is on the production and processing of glass-based products
for the building sector.
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Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Friedbert Scharfe is an authorised signatory and head of the Research &
Development department at Franken Maxit Mauermörtel GmbH & Co. in Azendorf.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Thorsten Gerdes heads Keylab Glass Technology in the Ceramic Materials research
group at the University of Bayreuth.
Dr. rer. nat. Klaus Hintzer is a corporate scientist at Dyneon in Burgkirchen, a company of the 3M
group.
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